TRUTH TELLERS
FEED BAC K E XERCISE

We all need people who will give us feedback.
That's how we improve. - B I L L G A T E S

We all have blind spots in our lives. The key to
uncovering our blind spots is giving people
permission to give us feedback. When we invite
people to serve as “truth tellers” in our lives, we learn
and grow. If we don’t have a few truth tellers, we run
the risk of staying stuck with behaviors that are
ineffective, and possibly destructive, to our success.
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WHO ARE THE TRUTH TELLERS
IN YOUR LIFE?
Make a list of people that you have or are willing to give permission to be a truth teller in your life.

SPEAKS INTO MY
PROFESSIONAL LIFE

SPEAKS INTO MY
PERSONAL LIFE
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Invite the truth tellers in your life to complete these
simple questions. They can do it on a 3X5 card, on a
single sheet of paper or even in person.

?
?
HOW YOU CAN BE
MORE EFFECTIVE...

WHAT I APPRECIATE
ABOUT YOU...
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This exercise is also a great
way to get feedback from
your peers and work
groups. You may invite
them to do this
anonymously. You’ll likely
learn something about
yourself and how others
perceive you by asking
people to be truth tellers.
Here is an example of
feedback I received from
my team.

Gregg,
What I appreciate you...
I really appreciate the way you challenge the status quo and
continually bring new ideas to the project.
think bigger and differently.

You challenge all of us to

Is your ability to envision and communicate the bigger picture and

help keep the focus on it; your use of humor to help make a point and
to keep the work fun; your sense of fairness and focus on always
doing the right thing; all around good human being!

How you can be more effective...
If you were a little more on top of your calendar.
difficult to schedule time with you.

It is often

Continue to "force" yourself to stay focused on the details of a given
topic so that you can add as much value at that level as you do at
the higher level.
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REFLECTION

... ?

Feedback is a gift, but sometimes it can be hard
to receive. Think about the feedback you
received and ask yourself these questions.
What is encouraging about the feedback I received?
What am I doing well that I should keep doing?

What feedback was tough to hear? Is it valid? Be
honest with yourself. What should I start or stop doing
to correct this issue?
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ACTION
PLAN

LIST AT LEAST ONE THING THAT YOU’LL START
DOING, KEEP DOING, AND STOP DOING BASED ON
THE FEEDBACK YOU RECEIVED FROM THE TRUTH
TELLERS IN YOUR LIFE.
Start Doing:

Keep Doing:

Stop Doing:
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